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Abstract. The software development process is continuously changing, there is 
huge pressure to condense release cycles into shorter and shorter timeframes, 
tools are changing dramatically and companies must continually examine the 
efficacy of their development process. Attempting to hit a moving target is 
difficult and it is a decision which can have a major effect in terms of both the 
end-product and the business. In this paper, we discuss the role of situational 
context in deciding upon the software development process through the analysis 
of two case studies. The case studies take a detailed look at the organisational 
profile and context of each company in turn before we compare and contrast 
each situational context for factors that may influence the development process. 
We then compare the processes each company has chosen before our discussion 
of the role context plays in choosing a ‘correct’ software development process. 
While both companies have enjoyed sustained business growth and while both 
are agile in mind-set, we find that they are in fact quite distinct in their 
processes, this distinction being driven by their different situational contexts.  

Keywords: Agile, SAFe, Situational Context, Software Development Process, 
Software Engineering  
 
 
 

1 Introduction  

An evidence-driven, universal set of guidelines on how to approach the software 
development process is lacking in the literature. This is, in part, due to the complex 
nature of software development, the many factors of which may constitute a complex 
system [1]. A software development process can be defined as “a set of activities, 
methods, practices, and transformations that people use to develop and maintain 
software and the associated products” [2].  The factors that influence the process can 
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be thought of as the situational context, these factors include the nature of the end-
product, volatility of requirements, personnel skill levels, organisational culture and 
many others. Various software development processes have come to the fore over the 
years including the Waterfall [3], CMMI [4], Agile methods [5], each with benefits 
and drawbacks depending on the situational context to which they are applied.     
  
 
In deciding which process to use and how to apply it, organisations must compare 
differing approaches without a full appreciation of how that approach fits their 
particular context. Worse still, companies may arbitrarily choose one, which can lead 
to a sub-optimal process that may be damaging to organisational performance and 
software quality [6]. We apply work done previously on producing an initial reference 
framework [7] and use this framework to analyse the many elements of the software 
development process in two distinct case studies. The first is on FINEOS - an 
enterprise software development company developing primarily for the insurance 
industry [8]. The second is nearForm Ltd. - the world's’ largest Node.js consultancy 
firm [9]. We will look for insight into how situational factors affect the performance 
of their development process and whether lessons can be learned for other companies 
managing their software development process. 

In structuring the case studies, we adopted the following methodology: Firstly, the 
companies were invited to present on their software development process and also to 
indicate how their situational context has informed their software process decisions. 
This presentation typically lasted around 100 minutes, including extensive opportunity 
for questions and answers. Secondly, further research was conducted on the 
participating companies, for example by evaluating their websites and press releases, 
to build up a well-rounded view of the companies’ operating context and reported 
development process initiatives. Thirdly, the relationship between their respective 
development process and situational context was examined. In the fourth step, the 
total learning from both companies was documented and shared with both 
organisations offered an opportunity for feedback and clarification. The results of this 
fourth step are consolidated in this paper. 

Among the primary findings we conclude that they software development process in 
the participating companies is a mishmash of the various generic software 
development approaches. We also find that situational context played a vital role in 
informing software development process selection and evolution in the participating 
companies. It is tempting to reach the conclusion that this is representative of the 
broader software development sphere but we have not collected the broader industrial 
data that would be required to enable an evaluation of that perspective.  

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes in some detail the situational 
context of the software development process in one company. Section 3 provides 
equivalent detail but for the second case study organisation. Section 4 will compare 
and contrast the two situational contexts with a view of finding similarities and points 
of divergence. Section 5 will compare both software development processes again 
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looking for pertinent similarities and differences. Section 6 contains a discussion and 
conclusion.   

2 Case Study 1 - FINEOS 

The first company we will consider is FINEOS; a software development company that 
delivers enterprise solutions for the insurance industry. The company was founded in 
1993 by Michael Kelly, the current CEO, and has since grown to 500 employees and 
approximately 26,000 software users across multiple countries. Their HQ is in Dublin, 
Ireland, and they have offices in the US, Poland and Australia. Although they are 
based in Dublin, they estimate that as much as 50% of their customers are based in the 
United States. All accident claims in New Zealand, four of the top five insurers in 
Australia and eight of the top twenty health insurers in America use FINEOS software 
when processing claims. 
 
The primary specialism of FINEOS is in insurance claims and payment management. 
Recently, they have moved into offering a full administration suite of components that 
will cover all aspects of insurance; claims, policy and billing. From this, their software 
manages six million claim cases annually, involving up to $7 billion. 
 
In the early days of FINEOS, they evolved a plan-driven culture, which was highly 
organised and structured (and consistent with best practice at that time). Changing 
customer demands have led FINEOS to implement an Agile culture and environment 
for their employees and to service their customers. They have incorporated Agile 
principles (people, process and engineering) for many years, with their first purposeful 
implementation of agile begin applied to a UX refresh of their system (and 
implemented in Scrum). FINEOS continues to incorporate the Scrum methodology as 
one of their core process initiatives. This involves setting up project teams, usually 
consisting of 7-9 people. They work in iterative sprints, developing elements of the 
overall system within each sprint cycle. These cycles generally consist of five two-
week sprints, with a system release to the customer at the end of the ten weeks. They 
also include a parallel planning process as part of entering each cycle in line with the 
need to change requirements. Other elements of the methodology that FINEOS has 
assimilated into their process are; daily stand-ups, sprint burndowns, Product Owners 
and Scrum Masters [10]. FINEOS implement Inspect and Adapt sessions regularly to 
learn from their experiences and implement changes which improve the overall flow 
of work and deliverables. 
 
In recent years, they have been using the Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe). The SAFe 
uses a combination of various Lean and Agile concepts, and deals with three levels of 
an organisation; team, program and portfolio [11]. FINEOS do not implement all 
elements of the SAFe framework, but only those they deem beneficial for their 
business. They tend to merge elements of the framework together, for example, 
integrating multiple roles and assigning them to one person. Their release cycle has 
shrunk from every four months to at most ten weeks since implementing an Agile 
approach and as a result a substantial increase of automation has also been seen in the 
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company. They now include a full suite of code checks, with build, test, and delivery 
automation running several times a day. In terms of personnel skill FINEOS believe in 
having ‘T-shaped’ people. This identifies people with an in-depth knowledge of one 
discipline, and a broad knowledge of other related areas of expertise, which are 
generally technology orientated in the case of FINEOS [12].  
 
A key factor of their situational context is insurance industry attitudes to data accuracy 
and security. FINEOS offers the possibility for clients to utilise their cloud-based 
service. However, this can be a point of contention for customers as traditionally, 
some in the insurance industry have stored their data in on-site data centres. This is 
because they may not always trust cloud providers to store their data securely even 
though there is evidence showing there is adequate security in the cloud [13]. 
Incidents such as data breaches can greatly damage an insurer's reputation and 
undermine the public’s confidence in the industry [14]. Plus, the integrity of insurance 
data, including records and calculations, has perhaps inclined insurance software 
providers to continue in their adoption of traditional methods such as Waterfall [15] 
which invest heavily in requirements clarification up front. Providing certain 
conditions are met, such as outlining performance requirements and testing protocols 
early, Agile methods are proving that they too can offer the type of certainty that 
traditional methods have proven to delivery [16]. FINEOS focuses on developing a 
flexible and configurable, modern suite of applications. This contrasts with the fact 
that some insurance companies that FINEOS engage with are found to be working 
with legacy systems [17]. Legacy systems are prominent in the insurance industry for 
a number of reasons, such as the risk associated with replacing the systems, and more 
commonly the inability to justify the cost of replacing a core system rather than 
maintaining it [18]. With this in mind, FINEOS has solutions to both replace existing 
software and to support existing technology [19]. 
   
3 Case Study 2 – nearForm Ltd. 

The second company we will consider is nearForm Ltd., the World’s first Node.js 
consultancy company. They have grown rapidly from employing 4 people to over 100 
people in the last 5 years with revenue growing exponentially. The company was 
established in 2011 with the vision to change how software is built. Their headquarters 
is in Tramore, Co. Waterford, Ireland, with staff in the United States, South Africa, 
France and Romania. nearForm has delivered over 50 large-scale production systems 
for clients in Ireland, UK and the United States, clients include Intel, The Sunday 
Business Post and SAP [20]. They offer large enterprises the opportunity to embrace 
recent disruptive technologies to refactor their monolithic system architecture into a 
microservices architecture. This allows an Enterprise to change their approach to 
certain processes and accelerate their development with new tools.  
 
When working on projects with large enterprises, nearForm don’t religiously follow 
certain software development methodologies like Scrum. For example, they don’t have 
the standard role of a Scrum Master, they have an Executive Architect. The difference 
being - like every member of the workplace - an Executive Architect is directly 
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contributing to code within nearForm, while also adopting roles that may be emulated 
by a Scrum Master. Rapid and continuous delivery has become a key factor in the 
modern software development process. nearForm avoid strict Scrum methodology 
adoption as it might restrict their approach to dealing with clients and, preferring to 
choose a set of practices depending on the situational context of the client [21].  
 
Given several production releases per day; uncertainty or resource mismanagement 
must be mitigated as much as possible. They need to be adaptable and be able to apply 
a modified software development process to any client they work with, they do this by 
considering factors such as personnel, organisation, business, management, 
operational, technical, requirements and application. Beginning with Personnel, 
nearForm boasts an impressive staff turnover of low single digit numbers annually 
while keeping team sizes across all projects to about 5 or 6. This means there is less 
need for documented process descriptions or product architecture. The presence of an 
Executive Architect instead of a conventional project manager allows their workforce 
to be more adaptable to change, by increasing the level of communication within the 
team. Cohesion is helped having all employees write code and get experience on all 
aspects of a project. This gives their teams the ability to work well with undefined 
elements and objectives they encounter from their clients. Elger believes that the best 
developers may be up to 30 times more productive than the average developers [21]. 
Because of this, skill, experience and productivity are aspects which benefit nearForm 
throughout their development process.   
 
When looking at changeability, it is important that their process is flexible and 
adaptable as projects are often subject to drastic changes. For this reason, nearForm 
tend to apply Lean/Agile characteristics to their development process. Product quality 
is a key focus in the company. As quick delivery is crucial to be successful Time to 
Market is a factor taken into account when deciding on a delivery process and the tools 
they use. Deployment infrastructure like Docker has facilitated nearForm in being as 
efficient as possible when it comes to deployment.   
 
The degree of risk is a big factor, they categorise projects by the strength of risk of 
data being leaked and in turn, its impact, and while they are not averse to risk, they 
must be conservative when it comes to delivery for a client, which has led to a strange 
dichotomy in the firm. For this reason, they tend to use tools and frameworks with a 
proven track record. Another interesting method used by nearForm is that of breaking 
conventional sprint constraints; the team will abandon a sprint, fix an urgent issue or 
scrap a feature bundle so as to adapt to new changes in their understanding or 
requirements. This may be unusual among generic software development processes 
found across a lot of firms. nearForm also avoids big bang integration by continually 
integrating new software. This helps to increase the efficiency of the entire 
development process.  
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Typically, nearForm commence a project with a concept sprint involving the client and 
all team members. Then an ideation stage which consists of workshops and scope 
meetings where developers from nearForm and the Product Owner meet to identify the 
features required. During this stage nearForm maintain that the responsibility of the 
project is to be shared to ensure the client's interest in what is going to be deployed 
and to build knowledge of the product from the client-side. The team work from a 
technical backlog with regular assessments to ensure the schedule. Open-source 
tooling allows the organisation to rapidly deliver high quality deployments. This 
organisation’s process has a strong focus on the implementation of disruptive 
technologies in using a dynamic language like Node.js and also the Docker container 
engine that enables continuous deployment of an individual microservice solitarily, 
without disturbing the architecture as a whole. 

4 Compare and Contrast of Situational Contexts   

Personnel: As mentioned, FINEOS puts an emphasis on the importance of having T-
shaped employees in their company. With employees that are knowledgeable in a 
given discipline, they are easily able to assign appropriate roles from the Scaled Agile 
Framework. When organising teams, they implement the Scrum methodology with 
team size 7-9 members, which are multi-functional, and are mostly co-located with the 
array of offices they have worldwide. Each of the team members knows exactly what 
the goal of the team deliverable is and they balance work activities across team 
members to ensure delivery. nearForm, in contrast, do not use the Scrum approach 
[21]. This can be partially attributed to nearForm’s commitment to their open-source 
software (OSS) community engagement model [22]. When employing new staff, 
nearForm use this OSS model to recruit rather than other conventional methods like a 
recruitment agency. This approach ensures they only hire staff with an active interest 
in the wider scene and who code at the level expected of nearForm employees.  
 
Organisation: With 500 employees FINEOS is a medium-sized organisation, it is 
multi-national with offices spanning worldwide. Different offices are oriented around 
separate fields. As previously mentioned, the location of their offices has an effect on 
the teams, as some but not all are co-located. The organisational size of nearForm is 
much smaller at just 100 employees but this figure could be a reflection of the 
organisations age. Their HQ is located in Waterford, Ireland but like FINEOS, are 
international in scope. Low organisational size can lead to efficient communication in 
Agile methodology methods through frequent virtual stand-up meetings and a 
reduction in any communication breakdown between hierarchical personnel with a 
lessened organisational size [23].  
 
Business: The time to market for the applications that FINEOS develops is important. 
They are mainly influenced by constraining factors; the expectation of their sales force 
to output a quality product as quickly as possible and the expectation from their clients 
to have a high quality and secure system when the project is finished. Their current 
procedure, which consists of a major system release at approximately ten-week 
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intervals, is what they deem most appropriate with the given constraints (though they 
continue to aggressively reduce release timeframes). Timescales are even more 
constrained at nearForm. They use Node.js, their deployment infrastructure uses the 
Docker container platform and their microservices architecture all assist in the 
implementation of rapid delivery for an even shorter time to market. nearForm operate 
in weekly sprints where at the end of each sprint, the team consults with the customer 
to confirm that the project is moving in the correct direction. Frequent deliveries help 
gain customer satisfaction, brand loyalty and critically, sales revenue.  
 
Management: Over the course of 20 years FINEOS has been able to work with large 
international customers and boast high customer satisfaction [19]. The global 
customer presence that FINEOS has built in an industry like insurance will progress 
their business continuity as new customers will demand reliability. nearForm on the 
other hand have built their reputation via the Node.js and OSS community, so there is 
an underlying philosophy among the personnel on emerging technologies. This helps 
the organisation progress in unison without conflict on strategic decisions. This deep 
involvement in the Node.js community is a large factor in their continuity as one of 
the leading organisations in their field. 
 
Operational: FINEOS has implemented an Agile methodology due to customer and 
internal demand; customers began to request the ability to adapt requirements more 
frequently and receive more frequent deliveries of software, thus avoiding the 
extended time delays that are sometimes associated with traditional software process 
approaches. nearForm have gone further in that they have no formal process but rather 
a set of practices (team, distributed workforce, Key Performance Indicators [KPIs]) 
that are varied from project to project. However, they also operate in a fast-moving 
market where clients’ demands can change throughout the project lifecycle. Flexible 
process design in nearForm allows rapid changes to be made on projects based on the 
changing project context. 
 
Technical: FINEOS uses a modern technology stack consisting of leading languages 
such as Java, HTML5 and JQuery. The tools they use in development consist of the 
most popular tools used in the industry [19]. Many are open source, e.g. Selenium and 
Tomcat. FINEOS promote technology learning and adoption via innovation days as 
part of their culture where teams try out new technologies which can often be adopted 
into their mainstream. nearForm are also using a very modern technology stack. Every 
year nearForm host NodeConf EU - a key Node.js event in Europe - providing a 
forum for the Node.js community. Despite the embedded appreciation for this 
dynamic technology, there is no dogmatic reason for its use, alternative technologies 
may accomplish the client’s needs depending on context. 
 
Requirements: Since the implementation of Agile methodology, FINEOS has 
supported the ability to change requirements throughout the development process. 
This is a factor in why they provide a highly customisable solution for their 
customers. It is also a reason for the focus on shortening their iterations length as it 
gives clients a clear picture of the work in progress allowing them to identify any 
changes they might want to make [24].  nearForm take a slightly different approach; 
during the ideation stage, client-side Project Owners are incorporated in the 
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workshops that take place to ensure that the client shares the project responsibility for 
requirements. Clients might seem to demand the ‘moon on a stick’ and as all the 
personnel of nearForm are actively involved in code, there is a consistent 
understanding scoping and cost implications.  
  
Application: The applications developed by both companies are not safety critical 
applications, i.e. there will not be a loss of life directly attributed to their software. 
Both companies risk repercussions from reputational damage from data loss. This 
pressure is arguably higher for FINEOS as the expectations for data integrity and 
security are very high in the insurance industry, as is product performance, scalability 
and reliability. There is also pressure on software quality at nearForm, with a need to 
prove quality to risk averse clients. They use Continuous Delivery systems, drip-fed 
changes to production and the breakdown of Docker containers to help achieve this 
high product quality. A further key aspect of application relates to the nature of the 
software being product-based or project-based. In FINEOS, the same product (or 
variations on the same product) is delivered to most customers, with the necessary 
demand therefore for product-level consistency and the need for an upgrade path 
being very high. Building software products which are upgradeable and considers the 
cost of maintenance and total ownership is necessarily characterised differently to 
once off project based development. This requires that the process is reliable to the 
extent that the software product will work in a broad range of settings, across a 
number of different revisions and patch levels, and for a wide number of diverse users. 
Whereas in nearForm, much of the development is of a consulting, project-based 
nature which does not incur the same type of product-level reliability demand.  
 
5 Software Development Process Comparisons & Contrasts   

In FINEOS the software development process is heavily oriented around the Scaled 
Agile Framework. They only incorporate elements of the frameworks that they deem 
necessary. This process is in the form of five two-week iterations with a system 
release at the end of the ten weeks... Similar to FINEOS, nearForm don’t follow any 
strict framework, but instead take elements of multiple approaches and adapt them to 
best suit their client’s needs, mostly focusing on Agile and Lean principles. Their 
process tends to differ more from project to project, as they work across multiple 
industries whereas FINEOS work strictly with insurance. 
 
Since FINEOS’ move to Agile there has been a growing focus on the importance of 
automation using open source tools such as Selenium, Junit and Jenkins. With 
iterations becoming shorter, the level of automation has increased. As with FINEOS, 
nearForm believe in regular and automated testing, while aiming to reduce Big Bang 
testing. Regression testing is something FINEOS emphasise, as clients will not 
tolerate receiving software updates that have lost functionality in other areas. 
Regression testing is also carried out meticulously at nearForm - as they introduce a 
microservices architecture for a client, they must ensure that all previous 
functionalities are working.   
 
In FINEOS, cycles generally consist of five two-week sprints with a system release 
after ten weeks. Iteration lengths are shorter in nearForm, generally being one week in 
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length. The reason for this is it limits the amount the team can go off-track while 
working on a project. At the end of each week, nearForm consult with the clients and 
receive feedback. One major difference is - FINEOS typically never break an iteration 
due to arising issues but nearForm will break sprints, make changes and begin another 
sprint if something changes in the meantime. FINEOS are perhaps more likely to 
definitively and explicitly define requirements prior to coding for some aspects which 
require high degrees of accuracy e.g. payment calculations. The FINEOS 
requirements may simply be more definable up front, not benefiting so much from 
elevated levels of experimentations through successive rapid sprints. 
 
FINEOS only use the elements of SAFe that they deem relevant, nearForm are even 
more flexible in terms of following frameworks; they loosely interpret Agile and Lean 
methodologies. Both companies will often change depending on the client. A key 
difference between the two companies is that FINEOS tend to assign industry 
standard roles to their employees that correspond to the roles outlined in the 
SAFe/SCRUM. They only implement roles they deem necessary, and may appoint 
multiple roles from the SAFe to a single employee. For instance, FINEOS makes use 
of Scrum Masters, whereas nearForm don’t use Scrum Masters, but instead have 
Executive Architects. 
 
In terms of teams, at FINEOS they generally consist of about 7-9 people. Team size 
remains approximately constant in nearForm, where teams consist of about 5 or 6 
people. However, there are differences with team structures. In FINEOS, the roles 
within the teams are well-understood and the team members know what is expected of 
them. The members of the team often have very different roles and FINEOS is 
evolving towards T shaped people where individuals play different roles as required 
within the scrum. For example, there will be a Scrum Master and not every team 
member will be expected to write production code, some will write test code and 
aspire to production code. This differs from nearForm, where teams are not as 
structured, every member of the team contributes to the code written. Members’ roles 
may change across a project as they contribute to different parts of the code. Teams in 
nearForm are separated by different projects as opposed to different roles like in 
FINEOS. This observation perhaps highlights the key role of product versus project 
development as a key situational context constraint. Both companies are affected by 
the triple constraint of time, budget and quality when it comes to their clients’ 
requirements. Given FINEOS’ team structure this constraint may be difficult to 
manage; for example, the sales team may want new features as quickly as possible, 
but having limited knowledge of coding, they may not understand the time or 
resources needed for these features to be created. This is less of a problem in 
nearForm as everyone is actively contributing to the code – a key innovation in 
nearForm but perhaps not commonplace across the industry as the skills involved in 
selling might be considered very different to those required for software development 
itself.  
 
Both companies differ slightly in regards to the impact of risk on their processes. With 
FINEOS, they are dealing only with insurance companies, which means it is crucial 
that any processes are regimented and always held to the same standard. As nearForm 
work with clients in different industries, they must assess each project individually in 
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terms of risk. The result of this assessment can drastically alter their process from one 
project to another. To do this, they categorise projects by colour and alter their 
process where necessary. For instance, if a project is categorised as ‘purple’ it is 
deemed to be a high-risk project and depending on the case, the team may completely 
change their usual process and opt for a Waterfall-like approach - even if it is at the 
expense of efficiency, time, or cost. FINEOS do not adopt this freedom in their 
process, perhaps owing to the product development nature of their business. FINEOS 
may also have more long term customers on their books, giving rise to a more flow of 
new feature demands.  
 
Technology and tooling also have a profound impact on the processes used by both 
organisations. In FINEOS, the tools used are open source, modern and generally 
widely used within the industry meaning staff remain current and skills are available. 
They take advantage of the open source community but do not let it restrict their 
ability to work with clients. Heavy automation and top-end software results in quicker 
iterations and a faster overall process. However, they do not directly mandate 
contributions to open source as an element of their job description or hiring process. 
FINEOS use open source tooling and software, but nearForm are even more 
committed; through a combination of recruitment via open source platforms, 
encouraging and sponsoring staff to work on personal projects or actively contributing 
to various communities. As industries vary from client to client with nearForm, when 
taking on a new project, they need to make sure they have the right tools at their 
disposal before beginning. Any software or tools they use must be tried and tested 
beforehand. This is something they feel very strongly about. nearForm have, on 
occasion, turned down projects when they were not confident enough in the tooling 
required. This is how heavily tooling is factored into their process; it can be a 
deciding factor before looking at anything else.  
  
6 Discussion and Conclusion  

In this comparison, we have seen in detail the situational context and software 
development processes in two companies. Both organisations can be considered to be 
highly successful, each witnessing strong and sustained business growth in recent 
years. In our investigations, we have learned that there is a pressure on software 
release cycles in industry – even shorter cycles are becoming the norm, releases can 
now be as often as multiple times per day [25]; and while multiple daily releases is not 
always the practice in nearForm, the operating reality is that automation, tooling and 
practice have moved to the point where such pace of delivery is possible, though 
clearly this speed of delivery may come at some cost as the basic long-established 
principle of balancing time, cost and quality constraints remains very much in effect.  

To consider the case of FINEOS, a long term successful development firm, a key 
aspect of their situational context is the need for reliability and high quality in their 
software product: yes they are proven long term innovators in their field, but their’s is 
a field that would not suffer absences of quality, especially if long-term client data 
was to become corrupted or if financial transactions were to be miscalculated or 
under-/over-paid. And while nearForm also produce software of high quality, their 
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reality is that they can often be developing bespoke solutions, under time-and-
materials based contract arrangements, and where their clients expect very frequent 
deliveries of software as a means to explore their own needs. This critical perspective 
in a situational context may alone largely determine a minimum deployment 
frequency. Where clients have a fundamental operating need for large volumes of 
personal and financial data over a long term and where multiple clients work with a 
common evolving product code base, highly reliable software may be more important 
than highly frequent releases. Though clearly, FINEOS have demonstrated a firm 
commitment to lowering delivery cycles and radically so. Perhaps therefore, in the 
longer term future, businesses such as theirs will move ever closer to rapid delivery 
times..    

 This micronising of software projects would previously have been impossible without 
the latest advances in tooling and automation and has led to benefits, such as; 
improved performance testing and improved quality measurements [26]. Both 
companies have had great success but without adhering strictly to any single 
methodology, Agile or otherwise.  In fact, a key factor to their success cited by both 
has been the ability to pick and choose aspects of various generic frameworks based 
on situational factors such as industry, customers’ demands or even on a per-project 
basis as in the case of nearForm.   
Certainly at this point in time the selection of a software development process seems 
to be more of an art-form than a science, we have shown in this short paper a large 
number of differing aspects in situational context between two companies with similar 
objectives. We believe the situational factors are more important than perhaps some 
companies give them credit for, some companies may focus on the process itself 
rather than explicitly on the many factors external to the process that can shape 
outcomes and ultimately the success of the project. With so many situational factors 
exercising varying degrees of influence on a richly varied generic software 
development process landscape, we conclude that the selection and evolution of a 
software development process must be a challenging and constantly evolving concern 
for software development companies. This finding is consistent with some of our 
earlier theoretical and empirical contributions [1], [27-28]. Even within individual 
domains of interest, for example safety critical software development, we have found 
that a significant degree of situational context and process variation may arise [29].  

We further suggest that there is an absence of meaningful assistance for companies at 
the present time – it is simply not possible for companies, especially those fighting for 
survival, to allocate large amounts of time to research the myriad of software 
development approaches that continue to present on the broader landscape. And this 
task of researching the available process alternatives must be frustrated by the 
fragmented process terminology, where in previous basic research we have found that 
individual concepts can be branded using many different terms [30-31]. Yet ironically, 
an absence of attention to the various available techniques could be damaging to the 
success of any given firm. For example, those companies who have underappreciated 
the power of continuous integration might find themselves an in economically 
untenable position as their competitors raise quality and increase release iterations.  
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There was evidence in the two case studies that there is an appetite, indeed a basic 
business requirement, to adapt the software development process. Sometimes this is a 
wholesale process change as in the case of FINEOS moving from a traditional 
Waterfall approach to Scrum, and later to incorporate SAFe. Other times it is 
tweaking a process to suit the needs of individual projects, as was seen in the case of 
nearForm. This observation is evidence that software development firms are 
continually changing their development processes, some times in small incremental 
and highly specific ways, other times in larger steps. This finding is consistent with 
earlier industry-based studies conducted by the authors [32]. The type of process 
evolution we have found can be termed process reflexivity, and in earlier work we 
have examined the relationship between this reflexivity and business performance 
[33], finding a positive association between these two phenomena. Therefore, the 
findings from the two case studies reported on in this paper are consistent with earlier 
related findings.  
 
In selecting a software process a company must arbitrarily judge which contextual 
factors are most important and given the great number of process frameworks and 
factors at play, trial and error may have been the unfortunate strategy for some 
companies up until this point. The task of choosing an optimal process is hugely 
challenging given the vast array of factors and sub-factors [7].  The company must 
work against a multi-dimensional problem, balancing key aspects like (changing) 
technology, business pressures, customer expectations and personnel. Adding to the 
complexity is that perhaps none of these situational factors remain constant, changing 
and morphing continuously with repercussions for projects and products. It is perhaps 
then no surprise that these companies have either only selectively followed aspects of 
SAFe – in the case of FINEOS or have largely constructed their own processes using 
sporadic elements of Agile – in the case of nearForm.   
 
We would suggest this paper puts forward some strong evidence that there is not 
likely to be any one-size-fits-all software development process solution for a software 
company. Furthermore, that the way in which process is chosen and implemented 
should be done with careful consideration to the most pertinent aspects of the 
individual situational context, perhaps on a per-project basis. Furthermore, at the 
present time, it seems that software process enactment is highly individualised to 
individual settings and that despite the advice of software framework, model and 
process creators, companies simply chop and change off-the-shelf processes to bring 
them into closer harmony with their own perceived needs.             
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